
Rustage - Fear My Touch

{intro: rustage}

Yeah, huh

{verse 1: rustage}

The world is rotten

Man does crimes as a better options

Made the laws, i'm just gon' find the problems

When the sun so conscious we define our contracts

Put the silver bullets in these monsters

Hate to see power like this has been squandered

I write the name, then their fate i have conjured

We ride the earth, and my image been looked down in fonder

In the dark thÐµy come with open arms

I know i lit the spark, now thÐµy be blown apart

With every inch of mark, i make 'em broken hearts

I'm gonna bring the flam, i play like noah's ark

I know i chose a path of the martyr

They say i go too far - i go farther

They hit the blow up mark, and my armour

{?}

You wanna know what it's like in the darkness

Load up the ink in my pen like a cartridge

I'll be the one to select like i'm darwin

Feel like an artist - way i'm correcting mistakes in the margin

Don't leave the justice if you're not a target

Morals are blackened 'till i turn 'em scarlets

I pave a way through the pain in the carnage

They need a god, and the god that been granted

{pre-chorus: mcgwire}

Spotlight drifting

Open that, i've drowned



And the dark eyes shifting

Pull me further down

{chorus: mcgwire}

For all lies, all lies in the world

Think i run, i run, i never fall

And i feel the rush

All should fear my touch

{verse 2: rustage}

Uh, fear my touch like they been haptophobic

Tears and blood, the world that see is hopeless

Years to come, they always see my modest

Crypt the cents, i'm just the one who wrote it

Justice the medicine, i am the doses

Call me your seraphim - apotheosis

They all been questioning - know that i own this

I bring the pain to these sinners like moses

Persons drop like ringer, ring and roses

Man and god - they live in symbiosis

Storm the rocks since it been eroded

Lay the {?}, let them all expose this

I'm just part the scene, but i will grow it

Man is sick - i'll be the diagnosis

Overthink - i need no time to process

Watch 'em as they greed to final moment

I am the god of this earth, i am the one that deserve, look at my bloody of work

If they gon' follow, they hurt, then the shepherd be willing to all of the words

Be forming the faith of that protestant church, lead me your voice, and you

r promises heard

Let all the hatred be lost in the person, know i'll be the light in the fog

 of the murk

I'll be the light in the shadows



I'll be the light when they drown to the gallows

Hand cross the keys, we could talk like pianos

Lay out the face in the cars like a terror

I got a page, and the paper my ammo

Strike to the heart like an arrow

I leave them all up in smoke like tobacco

Justice is narrow 'cause they wanted god, but their hopes are too shallow

{pre-chorus: mcgwire}

Spotlight drifting

Open that, i've drowned

And the dark eyes shifting

Pull me further down

{chorus: mcgwire}

For all lies, all lies in the world

Think i run, i run, i never fall

And i feel the rush

All should fear my touch


